Let D be the noncompact realization of hermitian hyperbolic space. We consider functions on D which are harmonic with respect to the LaplaceBeltrami operator. The principal result is a generalized area theorem which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the admissible convergence of harmonic functions.
Introduction.
Let D = {z = (zu ..., zn)e Cn : Im z1 -Ji2\zk\2>0}, which is the Cayley transform of the unit ball 3¡ in Cn. The basic machinery for studying harmonic analysis on D was developed in [3] , [4] , and [5] . In [6] Korányi defined the notion of admissible convergence in 3) and D and proved the following Hp result :
Theorem (1.1). IffeL"(8D),p^ 1, and Fis its Poisson integral, then F converges to f admissibly almost everywhere.
The main object of this paper is to prove a generalized area theorem for harmonic functions in D and 2. For n= 1, this is due to Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [7] and Spencer [10] . This was extended to n real dimensions by Calderón [2] and Stein [11] for euclidean harmonic functions, and by Widman [13] to solutions of a large class of uniformly elliptic equations. There are two groups of holomorphic automorphisms of D which will be used: N={(a, c) : ae R, c e C-1} acting by 2izk -¿r+tr-8zx ozk Theorem (2.1). Let E be a measurable set in B and suppose f is a harmonic function on D.
(a) If f is admissibly bounded for each point of E then
is finite for almost every u in E and a > 0, where pi is Lebesgue measure. (b) If, for each point u of E, there exists an a > 0 such that the integral (2.2) is finite, then f converges admissibly at almost every point of E.
The proof of (2.1 )(b) which is outlined in [8] is incomplete. The original method shows that/is admissibly bounded at almost every point of fand then quotes the following result of [6] which is the analogue of theorems of Privalov and Calderón an, [HD. Theorem (2.3) . Let E be a measurable set in B and f harmonic in D. If for each u in E there exists an a > 0 such that fis bounded in Aa(u), then f converges admissibly at almost every point of E.
Korányi has pointed out that the proof of (2.3) in [6] is incorrect. Following a suggestion of C. Fefferman, Korányi outlined an independent proof of the last part of (2.1)(b) which he communicated to me, and that proof is included in the present paper. Thus (2.3) is now a corollary of (2.1). In this section we use the following alternative admissible domains. If a>0, ra(0) = < z e D : Max fil, 2 W\ < ah(z), h(z) < 1 >> ra(u) = ra(g-o) = gra(o).
The following two results are in [6] .
Lemma (3.1). For a>0, Aa(u)<=ra+1(u) and Fa(u)<=A2a(u).
Lemma (3.2). Let E be a measurable set in B and u0 a point of density of E with respect to the family of sets {Bt(u) : ue B, t>0}. Then for any a>0 and a0>0 there exists an h0 > 0 such that rao(u0) n {z : h(z) < h0) c u ra(«).
ueE
The next two lemmas enable us to interchange integration over admissible regions and integration over unions of admissible regions. Lemma (3.3) . Let E<=B be compact and Wa(E) = {JueE Aa(u). Suppose f is nonnegative and locally bounded on D and that jWaiE) f dp. <co. Then jA (u) h ~nf dp. < oo for all y > 0 and almost every u in E.
Proof. By Lemma (3.1) the result is equivalent if Ta(«) replaces Aa(u) and Va(E) = {JueEra(u) replaces Wa{E). By Lemma (3.2) we may assume that y = a. Thus it is sufficient to prove that /= Jus£ dß(u) J"r (u) h~nf dp. is finite, where dß(u) = í/(Re i/j) í/(Re u2) d(lm u2) ■ ■ ■ ¿/(Re w") d(\m un).
(Throughout the paper "almost everywhere" statements are with respect to the measure ß.) i = Í dß(u) f xvaamz)-nf{z) dp.{z)
•>Va(. . f dp., which is finite by assumption.
Lemma (3.4) . Let E be a compact set in B and f a locally bounded nonnegative function on D. Suppose that for each point u of E there exists an a>0 such that $Aaiu) f dp. < co. Then ife > 0 and y>0 there exists a compact set F contained in E such that ß{E -F) < s and §w (F) hnf dp. < oo.
Proof. Again we may replace Aa{u), Wa(E) by Ta(u), Va(E). We may assume that a is fixed independently of u, and that jr Mfdp.SM, uniformly. Also, by Lemma (3.2) it is sufficient to prove the result for 0<y<a/2.
Given e>0 there exists a compact set F contained in E and a /0>0 such that ß(E-F)<e, and if u e F and 0<íáí0 then ß(Bt(u) n E)^iß(Bt(u)). Now / = dß(u) fdp. < CO,
•'e •>ra(u)
= | f(z) dp.{z) I XVaW{z) dß(u).
Jv"(.E) Je
If z e Vr(F) there exists a v in /"such that Re t'i -Re Hj + 2 Im 2 *>Ä '2 I*'* ~ "*
Thus I>C 1Vymh(z)nf(z)dp.{z) where Ky(F) is truncated at (a/2-y)n(z)ár0. For each w in C we can find an r such that Dr(w) is contained in Aa(0). By compactness we can find an r>0 for all w in C. Now suppose 0</i(w)<l. Since w e Aa.(0) and z e A-(w), 4 Ki I < (1 +a')rt(w) and 'K-zil-î^v -h(z)h(w).
\-r
Consider / = (2n(w)) 1 as an element of 5* acting on z and w. Then \(jt-w)x\ < (l+a')h(t-w) and
Thus í• w e C and t-ze Dr(t■ w). By the above choice of r,
\(t-z\\ <(l+a)h(t-z).
Acting by r~\ \zx\ <(1 + o¡)n(z). Thus z e/*a(0) if n(z)<l.
(b) Let C be the closure of \JweC Dr(w). Then C is compact and for z in C we can find an M such that ( 1 ¡M)h(w) ^ h(z) ^ Mh(w) for w in C. If h(w) > 0, z e Dr(w), and t as above, then t-zeC' and f-weC. Thus (l¡M)h(t-w)^h(t-z)^Mh(t-w) which gives (l/A/)n(w)^n(z)^ Mh(w). 
Regions approximating Wa(E)
On 8WU2, ds = (l + \8y1/8x1\2 + Z2-\Syi/8zk\2)112 dxt dx2 dy2-■ ■ dyn. Thus JR jör
We will use the above with M replaced by (l/h)L, R replaced by Wt,f replaced by/2, and g replaced by the function identically one. Since rVt = [Jk(l\ Aa(u'),a we can write 8 Wt¡2 = Uf= i dAa(u')p<2 where 8Aa{u')pt2 is that part of 8Aa{u')p which is contained in 8Wt¡2. Let
Then y4a(w0i2 = {z : cpj(z)>0 and n(z)< 1} and Green's Theorem. ¡w¡ 2|V/|2 dp.=¡iWt {P(f2)+f2-Q} ds.
6. Proof of Theorem (2.1)(a). We may assume without loss of generality that / is uniformly bounded in Aa{u) for a fixed and all u in E, where E is compact. By Lemma (3.3) it is sufficient to prove that jWa(E) |V/|2 dp.<co. By Lemma (4.1)(a) it is sufficient to prove that J-^ |V/|2 4¿¿Mwhere
Mis independent of t. Using the formulation of Green's Theorem in §5, this is equivalent to showing that i {P(f2)+f2Q}dsú M.
Since/and Q are uniformly bounded, and j"gH, ds^M by Lemma (4.1)(c), it is sufficient to show that (6.1) f P(f)ds is bounded independently of t. and, for k^2, \8f(p)/8Pk\ ¿ chip)""2 sup l/l | P<& p) ds(i).
Lemma (6.2). If f is bounded and harmonic in
The lemma now follows since dDr(w)<^Aa(0) and / is bounded in Aa(0), and hDrMPr(LP)ds{0=L ,
We return to the integral (6.1) which we write as }dWt P(f) ds + \Sw P(f) ds. The first integral is uniformly bounded since 8Wtl is contained in a compact set in D. As in §5 we write 8rVtt2 = {Jk(i\ 8Aa(u')t^i2. If n is an element of the group N then n ■ 8Aa(u)f = 8Aa{n ■ u)f.
Claim. If Uj = n¡0 where n; e N, then \P{f-n,)\ ^ M on 8Aa (0) .4) we have ¡w (f) |V/|2 dp.<<x>, where ß(E\F)<e, with £>0 arbitrary. To show the admissible convergence of/for almost every u in E, it is sufficient to show it for u in F. Define the regions Wt of §4 with E replaced by F. By Green's Theorem we thus have (7.1) f [P(f2)+f2 •W, Q]ds < M with the bound independent of t. Lemma (7. 2). If'¡Aai0)h{z)~n\Vf\2 dp.<co, 0<a'<« and e>0, then there exists a f0>0 such that \h(z)(8f/8Zl)\<e and \h(z)ll2(8f/8zk)\<e, k^2, for z e /la,(0) and h(z)^t0.
Proof. Choose r, as in §3, such that DT(w)^Aa(0) if w e Aa{0). Write
where ne N and h(w) e 5". Then KAM) = f dp.
For ne N, \Jn\ = 1, and for / e S, \Jt\=tn + 1. Thus p.(Dr(w)) = Ch(w)n + 1. Let 8>0. Since J^a(0) n(z)'n|V/|2 dp.<co, there exists r0>0 such that n(w)Si0, w 6/^.(0), implies JDrU)) n(z)-"|V/|2 i//x<S. By Lemma (3.5) (b), (\¡M)h(w)^h(z)^Mh(w) and, therefore, MS by (7.3) JDriw) 8z, 8Zl dp.
%-¿ f h(z)2 J£ * «//* =5 ,n, ^ f A(z)l v/l* dp.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use m__r Dr(w))JDr{h dp.
Ikz) dp. The lemma now follows from (3.5)(b) and the estimates of (7.2). We return to the proof of (7.7). Applying (7.8) to w e Emz){z) ( = E(z)) we have 1 (7.9) \f(z)\ á \£(z)\ f l/(w)l ds + i By (4.2), \E{z)\=\Eiz)ds^lB6h^z)dß = MS»h{z)\ Thus, rewriting (7.9) as an integral over Bm!!)(z) ( = B(z)), we have Thus from (7.10) we have \f(z)\íM¡ P(u,z)\ft(u)\dß + e, and the claim follows. Now, using the uniform bound of (7.6), there exists a sequence tk -> 0 such that l/J converges weakly in L2(dß) to some function/, in L2(dß). Let F0(z) = f P(u, z)f0(u) dß.
Jb
Then by the claim, \f(z)\^MF0(z) + M' for z in Wa{E). Since F0 is a Poisson integral it is admissibly bounded for almost every u in E by Theorem (1.1). Thus /is admissibly bounded for almost every u in E.
It remains to be shown that/converges admissibly for almost every u in E. We use the regions Fa(u) and Va{E) of §3, and assume that/is uniformly bounded in Va(E). Let The right-hand side converges admissibly to zero almost everywhere on E, u0 converges admissibly to one almost everywhere on E, and F0 converges admissibly almost everywhere on E by Theorem (1.1). Thus / converges admissibly almost everywhere on E.
8. The area theorem for the unit ball. Theorem (2.1) is of local character, and may be pulled back to S> by using the Cayley transform.
For ue82) let A'a(u) = {zeS> : \\-z-u\ < ((1 +«)/2)(l -|z|2)} be an admissible domain at u of aperture a>0. Define the gradient on 2> as V-\z\*y*\vf\*dvL is finite for all a > 0 and almost every u in E.
(b) If, for each point u of E, there exists an a > 0 such that the integral (8.2) is finite, then f converges admissibly at almost every point of E.
